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ABSTRACT
We argue that some scenarios for the enigmatic supernova (SN) iPTF14hls and its progenitor require
a strong binary interaction. We examine scenarios that attribute the extra power of iPTF14hls to a
magnetar, to a late fallback on to the neutron star (NS) that launches jets, to an interaction of the
ejecta with a circumstellar matter (CSM), or to a common envelope jets SN (CEJSN). For each of these
four scenarios, we study the crucial process that supplies the extra energy and conclude that a binary
companion to the progenitor must be present. For the magnetar scenario and late jets we claim that a
companion should spin-up the pre-collapse core, in the ejecta-CSM scenario we find that the formation
of the equatorial CSM requires a companion, and in the CEJSN where a NS spirals-in inside the giant
envelope of the progenitor and launches jets the strong binary interaction is built-in. We argue that
these types of strong binary interactions make the scenarios rare and explain the enigmatic nature of
iPTF14hls. We further study processes that might accompany the binary interaction, in particular,
the launching of jets before, during and after the explosion and their observational consequences. We
do not consider the difficulties of the different scenarios and neither do we determine the best scenario
for iPTF14hls. We rather focus on the binary nature of these scenarios that might as well explain
other rare types of SNe.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Arcavi et al. (2017) report the discovery and evo-
lution and Sollerman et al. (2019) describe the late
evolution of the extraordinary Type II supernova
(SN) iPTF14hls (AT 2016bse; Gaia16aog). It is even
not clear whether iPTF14hls is a core collapse su-
pernova (CCSN), a pair instability supernova, or a
common envelope jets supernova (CEJSN). It might
turn out that iPTF14hls is not an extremely rare
type of a SN, as Arcavi et al. (2018) suggest that
SN 2018aad (ASASSN-18eo; Hosseinzadeh et al. 2018;
Nicholls et al. 2018) is similar in many aspects to
iPTF14hls. Milisavljevic & Margutti (2018) in their
review of peculiar SNe mention that some SNe that are
initially classified as peculiar are later incorporated into
the spectrum of standard events.
The peculiar properties of iPTF14hls include the fol-
lowing. (1) The light curve evolution is about an or-
der of magnitude slower than that of typical type II-P
SNe. (2) There are at least five peaks in the light curve.
(3) There is an absorbing circumstellar matter (CSM)
with a relatively fast outflow of vCSM ≈ 6000 km s−1.
For the explosion model that they assume, Arcavi et al.
(2017) find the kinetic energy of the absorbing gas to
be ECSM ≈ 1052 erg. However, some scenarios for
iPTF14hls do not need such a large kinetic energy, e.g.,
Andrews & Smith (2017).
Sollerman et al. (2019) estimate that iPTF14hls emit-
ted Erad = 3.6 × 1050 erg from discovery to their last
observation. As we argue later, this energetic emis-
sion hints that iPTF14hls could not have been driven
by neutrinos, as the explosion energy most likely was
Eexp > 2× 1051 erg. Sollerman et al. (2019) argue that
the fast luminosity decline in the third year excludes the
late mass accretion scenario and the magnetar scenario
for iPTF14hls. They find the ejecta-CSM interaction
to better fit their observations, but like Woosley (2018)
they find that none of the scenarios can fit all properties
of iPTF14hls.
The peculiar nature of iPTF14hls motivated sev-
eral theoretical scenarios. Examples include scenarios
that build on a rapidly rotating magnetic neutron star
(NS), i.e., a magnetar (e.g., Arcavi et al. 2017; Dessart
2018; Woosley 2018), some that attribute the pro-
longed powering to fallback accretion (e.g., Arcavi et al.
2017; Wang et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019) or interac-
tion of the ejecta with a circumstellar matter (CSM;
2Andrews & Smith 2017), while others explicitly dis-
cuss a binary companion (e.g., Soker & Gilkis 2018). A
different class of models consider the possibility that
iPTF14hls is a pair instability supernova (e.g., Woosley
2018; Vigna-Go´mez et al. 2019).
Jets play significant roles in some scenarios, either
only in the explosion itself (e.g., Chugai 2018), or both in
the explosion and a long-lasting powering of iPTF14hls,
as in the CEJSN scenario (Soker & Gilkis 2018) and in
the scenario of late accretion of hydrogen-rich gas with
stochastic angular momentum (Quataert et al. 2019), or
only in a late powering. Liu et al. (2019) attribute the
prolonged activity of iPTF14hls to the launching of jets
by a black hole (BH) that continues to accrete mass for
a long time, hundreds of days and more.
As well, it might be that in all cases where magne-
tars supply a non-negligible amount of energy, jets play
a more significant role than the magnetar in the total
energy budget (Soker 2016a; Soker & Gilkis 2017a).
Wang et al. (2018) propose that intermittent fallback
accretion of ≈ 0.2M⊙ powered iPTF14hls. In their sce-
nario the total ejecta mass in the explosion is about
21M⊙ and the explosion energy is 2.2 × 1051 erg, that
they argue can be driven by the delayed neutrino mech-
anism. They do not mention any binary model, and it
is not clear why this explosion should be different from
other CCSNe. They could not fit the third peak in the
light curve with a fallback model, and attribute it to a
magnetic outburst on the central NS.
In the present study we examine some aspects of sce-
narios for iPTF14hls that, we argue, require strong
stellar binary interaction. We consider only cases
where the explosion energy comes from gravitational
energy, and we do not consider thermonuclear mod-
els. Vigna-Go´mez et al. (2019) claim for pair instabil-
ity supernova resulting from the merger of two giant
stars of about equal mass. This is another scenario for
iPTF14hls of a strongly interacting binary system, but
we do not consider it in the present study.
We do not rank the scenarios we study by how well
they fit the observations of iPTF14hls. We limit our-
selves to examine the implications of the scenarios on
binary interaction, as even if a scenario does not fit
iPTF14hls it might fit newly discovered peculiar SNe
in the future.
In section 2 we discuss the magnetar model that
Woosley (2018) proposes, in section 3 we discuss the
shocked CSM scenario that Andrews & Smith (2017)
propose and which Milisavljevic & Margutti (2018) sup-
port based on new observations (unpublished), and in
section 4 we briefly examine late fall back from the hy-
drogen rich envelope. In section 5 we introduce a magne-
tar to the CEJSN scenario. In section 6 we summarise
our conclusion that some of the scenarios for peculiar
SNe that might account also for iPTF14hls require a
strong binary interaction.
2. THE MAGNETAR SCENARIO
2.1. The properties of the magnetar
As Arcavi et al. (2017) already mentioned, one pos-
sible long-lasting power source for iPTF14hls is the
rotational energy of the central NS as it spins down
by dipole radiation, i.e., a magnetar. Let RNS be
the radius of the magnetar, INS its moment of in-
ertia, B its magnetic field, and P its rotation pe-
riod. The initial rotational energy of such a magnetar
is Ep ≈ 2 × 1050
(
INS/10
45 g cm2
)
(P/10 ms)
−2
erg.
Its magnetic dipole radiation power is Pp ≈ 4.54 ×
1050(B/1014 G)2(RNS/12 km)
6(P/10 ms)−4 erg yr−1,
and it can power a supernova to have a maximum lumi-
nosity of (e.g., Kasen, & Bildsten 2010)
Lpeak ≈ f
Eptp
t2d
[
ln
(
1 +
td
tp
)
− td
td + tp
]
, (1)
where f is a correction parameter, td is the photon dif-
fusion time, and tp is the spin-down time scale of the
magnetar. By comparing eq. (1) to numerical simula-
tions Kasen, & Bildsten (2010) find f = 3/2. The diffu-
sion time depends on the the ejecta properties according
to td = (3κMej/4pivfc)
1/2
where κ is the ejecta opacity,
Mej is the ejecta mass, vf =
√
(Ep + ESN) /2Mej is the
final characteristic ejecta velocity, and ESN is the kinetic
energy of the SN explosion itself. The spin-down time
scale is given by
tp =
Ep
Pp
≈ 0.44
(
P
10 ms
)2(
B
1014 G
)−2
×
(
INS
1045 g cm2
)(
RNS
12 km
)−4
yr.
(2)
At late times after peak luminsoity the SN light curve
follows the spin-down power Lp(t) = Ept
−1
p (1 + t/tp)
−2.
By fitting the late time light curve of iPTF14hls to
Lp (t) Arcavi et al. (2017) find that a magnetar with
intial spin period of P = 5 ms and an initial magnetic
field of B = 0.7 × 1014 G can produce the observed
average luminosity and timescale.
Dessart (2018) shows that a magnetar with P ≈ 7 ms,
INS = 10
45 g cm2, RNS = 10 km and B = 0.7 × 1014 G
that powers a typical Type II SN ejecta with Mej =
13.35M⊙ and ESN = 1.32× 1051 erg can produce most
of the observed properties of SN iPTF14hls. Using these
parameters we find that the spin-down time scale is
tp ≈ 1.3 yr. Dessart (2018) suggests that the ejecta
3is hydrogen-rich with X ≈ 0.56, therefore the opac-
ity is mostly of electron scattering. From the opac-
ity κes ≈ 0.3 cm2 g−1 we find the diffusion time to
be td ≈ 0.6 yr. We find that these parameters give
a peak luminosity of Lpeak ≈ 4.35 × 1042 erg s−1 (eq.
1). We also find for these magnetar and ejecta pa-
rameters that within 450 days the magnetar supplied
Emag,rad ≈ 1.7 × 1050 erg to radiation. This is only
≃ 42% of the initial energy of the magnetar and is
very close to the measured energy of 2.2 × 1050 erg
(Arcavi et al. 2017). We note though that the total
emitted energy in the first three years is 3.6 × 1050 erg
(Sollerman et al. 2019).
The main point we take from this subsection is that
the magnetar scenario for iPTF14hls, as well as for other
peculiar CCSNe, requires a rapidly rotating newly born
NS. Such a rapid rotation most likely requires the NS to
accrete mass with large angular momentum, and this ac-
cretion flow most likely launches jets (e.g., Soker 2016a;
Soker & Gilkis 2017a). A single star is not likely to
form a rapidly rotating pre-collapse core (e.g., Gilkis
2018), and so we suggest that the magnetar scenario for
iPTF14hls requires a binary interaction with the pre-
collapse core. The process is that the companion merges
with the core not too long before explosion, basically
long after the primary star has left the main sequence,
such that the core has no time to lose its angular mo-
mentum to the envelope before explosion. Such a merger
might occur in about 6−10% of all CCSNe (Soker 2019).
The tidal interaction just before merger, and more so
the merger itself, spins-up the core to the desired de-
gree. Even if the merger process spins-up only the outer
layers of the core, most likely the time-alternating con-
vective zones of the core years before explosion (e.g.,
Collins et al. 2018; Peres et al. 2019) and/or magnetic
fields (e.g. Wheeler et al. 2015; Peres et al. 2019) trans-
fer angular momentum to the inner layers of the core.
We also note that one of the problems of the mag-
netar scenario for iPTF14hls is that it predicts a too
strong emission in the third year (Sollerman et al. 2019).
Nonetheless, we conduct a more general study of the
magnetar scenario and hence we turn to introduce jets
into the magnetar scenario.
2.2. A Double Phase Magnetar
Woosley (2018) suggests a magnetar scenario with two
magnetar phases. The first magnetar phase lasts for
tp,1 ≃ 104 s while the crust of the NS is forming. During
this phase the NS has a high magnetic field of Bp,1 =
2 × 1015 G and a high rotational energy of Ep,1 = 2 −
15× 1051 erg. At the beginning of the second magnetar
phase the already relaxed NS has a magnetic field of
Bp,2 = 4 × 1013 G and a rotational energy of Ep,2 ≈
6× 1050.
We examine the possibility of replacing the first mag-
netar phase with jets activity. To do this we take
the average value of the energy in the first magne-
tar phase in the scenario of Woosley (2018), namely
Ep,1 ≃ 8.5 × 1051 erg, and a NS with radius of RNS
and mass ofMNS. In case that the pre-collapse core was
spun-up by a companion (section 2.1) to the degree that
the specific angular momentum at the mass coordinate
m ≃ MNS ≃ 1.5M⊙ is larger than that of a Keple-
rian motion on the surface of the NS, jcore & jKep =√
GMNSRNS ≃ 1.5 × 1016 cm2 sec−1, then the collaps-
ing core forms an accretion disk around the newly born
NS (e.g., Zilberman et al. 2018). Although the NS also
has angular momentum, we can assume for our purposes
that just as the NS forms, after the shock bounces of the
newly born NS, it does not rotate rapidly.
We further assume that this disk launches jets that
powered iPTF14hls instead of the first phase magnetar
in the scenario of Woosley (2018). Therefore, the jets
in this phase carry an energy of Ejets = Ep,1 − Ep,2 ≈
8 × 1051 erg. The jets have a terminal specific energy,
mostly kinetic energy, about equal to the specific escape
energy from the NS, GMNS/RNS. This gives a terminal
velocity of about the escape speed, such that the energy
of the jets is Ejets = (1/2)Mjets(2GMNS/RNS). There-
fore, to carry an energy of Ejets the mass in the jets
should be
Mjets ≃
EjetsRNS
GMNS
≃ 0.026
(
MNS
1.4M⊙
)−1(
RNS
12 km
)
×
(
Ejets
8× 1051 erg
)
M⊙.
(3)
For a typical jets’ outflow to accretion mass ratio of
η ≃ 0.1, our estimate of the mass the NS accretes as it
launches the jets is
Macc ≃ 0.26
( η
0.1
)−1( MNS
1.4M⊙
)−1
×
(
RNS
12 km
)(
Ejets
8× 1051 erg
)
M⊙.
(4)
This accreted mass implies that the NS stays as a NS
and does not collapse to a black hole. Even for a value
as low as η = 0.03, for which the accreted baryonic
mass is ≃ 1M⊙, the NS can grow from ≃ 1.2M⊙ to ≃
2.2M⊙ of baryonic mass, implying a gravitational mass
of < 2M⊙ which leaves it a NS. The accretion of angular
momentum implies that the NS is rapidly rotating, as
we now show, and most likely has a strong magnetic
field. It is a magnetar.
4We take the specific angular momentum of the ac-
creted mass to be a fraction β of the Keplerian value on
the NS surface
jacc = β
√
GMNSRNS. (5)
As jets carry angular momentum, β < 1. Although we
expect the collapsing inner core to have angular momen-
tum, the specific angular momentum of the inner part
of the collapsing core is smaller than that of the outer
parts that collapse. In the approximate derivation to
follow we simply take the specific angular momentum of
the inner core that forms the inner part of the NS to be
zero. Neglecting the angular momentum of the NS be-
fore accretion starts and neglecting angular momentum
loss by the NS during the accretion phase, we find the
angular momentum of the NS at the end of the accretion
phase to be
JNS ≃ Jacc = jaccMacc = βMacc
√
GMNSRNS
≈ 7.7× 1048β
( η
0.1
)−1( Ejets
8× 1051 erg
)
×
(
RNS
12 km
) 3
2
(
MNS
1.4M⊙
)− 1
2
erg s.
(6)
The period of the NS as it enters the magnetar phase is
P ≃ β−1
( α
0.3
)( η
0.1
)( Ejets
8× 1051 erg
)−1
×
(
RNS
12 km
) 1
2
(
MNS
1.4M⊙
) 3
2
ms,
(7)
where we use INS = αR
2
NSMNS with α ≃ 0.3
(Raithel et al. 2016). The rotational energy is
Espin ≃ 2.5× 1052β2
( α
0.3
)−1( Ejets
8× 1051 erg
)2
×
( η
0.1
)−2( RNS
12 km
)(
MNS
1.4M⊙
)−2
erg.
(8)
Woosley (2018) requires that the NS rotational en-
ergy at the beginning of the second magnetar phase be
Espin = 6 × 1050 erg. From that we find the value of β
(eq. 5) in our scenario that replaces the first magnetar
phase with jets activity
β ≃ 0.16
( α
0.3
) 1
2
(
MNS
1.4M⊙
)(
RNS
12 km
)− 1
2
×
( η
0.1
)( Ejets
8× 1051 erg
)−1(
Espin
6× 1050 erg
) 1
2
.
(9)
We conclude from this value of β ≪ 1 that our scenario
has a large margin of angular momentum. Namely, the
jets can carry most of the angular momentum of the
accreted mass, and we will still have the NS to rotate
with the rotational energy that the scenario of Woosley
(2018) requires.
Overall, we conclude that a phase of jets activity
might replace the first magnetar phase in the scenario
of Woosley (2018) for iPTF14hls, and more generally
might take place in some other peculiar superluminous
CCSNe. We emphasise again that a single star can
not have enough specific angular momentum to form
an accretion disk after the collapse (e.g. Gilkis 2018;
Zilberman et al. 2018). As discussed in section 2.1, most
likely a binary companion spins-up the pre-collapse core
to have the required specific angular momentum to form
an accretion disk. The requirement for a merging com-
panion is one of the ingredients that make this scenario
rare.
3. THE SHOCKED CSM SCENARIO
3.1. The properties of the CSM
Andrews & Smith (2017) propose a scenario where the
ejecta of a conventional supernova is shocked against a
CSM disk/torus (for a simulation of this type of inter-
action see, e.g., Kurfu¨rst & Krticˇka 2019). This interac-
tion, they propose, is the source of the energy that makes
the evolution of the light curve very slow. The typical
parameters that Andrews & Smith (2017) use are as fol-
lows. An explosion energy of Eexp ≃ 1051−2×1051 erg,
an ejecta mass of Mej ≃ 5 − 10M⊙, an inner bound-
ary of the CSM Rin,CSM ≃ 10 − 100 AU, and a CSM
mass of MCSM ≃ 5 − 10M⊙. The interaction acceler-
ates the CSM from a low velocity to a final velocity of
vf,CMS ≃ 1000 km s−1.
We first take here a typical ejecta velocity of vej ≈
5000 km s−1, e.g., a mass of Mej = 8M⊙ for an explo-
sion energy of Eexp ≃ 2 × 1051 erg. As we show below
a larger explosion energy is more favourable for their
scenario, and we take the largest possible energy for a
neutrino driven supernova Eexp ≃ 2×1051 erg. Neutrino
driven explosion models cannot account for larger explo-
sion energies, so a larger explosion energy requires the
jet feedback explosion mechanism (e.g., Soker 2016b).
Later we consider the requirement for a larger energy
even.
Below we explore the ejecta-CSM interaction with a
CSM in a torus. However, the ejecta-CSM interaction
does not depend on the exact geometry of the CSM. The
requirement of the scenario of Andrews & Smith (2017)
is that the slow CSM does not cover the entire sphere,
so that the ejecta forms a photosphere moving at a high
velocity as it streams around the CSM. The most likely
geometry of a slow CSM that covers part of a sphere is
5that of a torus, as there is a natural way to form a torus,
i.e., a binary interaction. Due to the violent nature of
the binary interaction that expels a large CSM mass (see
below), we expect a thick torus rather than a thin one.
To account for the radiated energy of Erad =
2 × 1050 erg (Arcavi et al. 2017), Andrews & Smith
(2017) assume that the torus intercepts 10% of the
ejecta. Namely, a mass of 0.8M⊙ for the values
we use here. From observation the CSM velocity is
vf,CMS ≃ 1000 km s−1, and so momentum conservation
implies that the mass of the CSM is MCSM = 3.2M⊙,
which together with the intercepted ejecta amounts
to 4M⊙. The final kinetic energy of this mass is
4 × 1049 erg, which is about 20 per cent of the radi-
ated energy. To account for the final kinetic energy of
the CSM and ejecta, the CSM should actually intercept
a larger mass, 0.125Mej ≃ 1M⊙. As it is 4 times more
massive, the CSM mass is about 4M⊙. Namely, about
30 to 3 years before explosion the progenitor had lost
about third of its mass in a concentrated equatorial
outflow. This requires a very strong binary interaction,
probably the onset of a common envelope phase. We
return to this point in section 3.2.
With the new estimate of Sollerman et al. (2019)
that iPTF14hls emitted 1.8 times more energy, namely,
Erad = 3.6× 1050 erg, this CSM torus scenario becomes
more extreme even. Either the explosion was more en-
ergetic with Eexp ≃ 3.6 × 1051 erg, which definitely re-
quires a jet-driven explosion (Soker 2016b), or the CSM
intercepted a fraction of 0.125×1.8 = 0.225 of the ejecta
mass, or ≃ 1.8M⊙. Of course, a combination of higher
energy and larger intercepted ejecta mass compared with
the parameters for Erad = 2× 1050 erg is also possible.
To intercept an ejecta mass fraction of 0.125 − 0.225
the height of the CSM torus from the equatorial plane
is h ≃ 0.125r − 0.23r. Below we consider post-shock
energy that goes to accelerate the post shock gas, and
find a larger value of h.
Not all the kinetic energy of the shocked ejecta is chan-
nelled to radiation. Let us compare the photon diffusion
time in the post-shock ejecta zone with its expansion
time. As there are no details on the ejecta mass distri-
bution with velocity and on the CSM mass distribution
with radius and angle, the derivation to follow is a very
crude one.
Let the ejecta hit the CSM torus during a time of
about 600 days during which the luminosity was high.
The average total mass loss rate of the ejecta is then
M˙ej ≈ 8M⊙/(600day) = 1.5×10−7M⊙ s−1. The density
of the gas is ρej ≈ M˙ej(4pir2vej)−1. Due to the high
velocity the post-shock zone pressure is mainly radiation
pressure, and the corresponding adiabatic index is γ =
4/3. The gas is then compressed in the strong shock by
a factor of 7 to a density of ρpost = 7ρej. The optical
depth for radiation to escape along a distance h is then
τ(h) = hκρpost ≈ 15
(
M˙ej
1.5× 10−7M⊙ s−1
)(
h/r
0.15
)
×
( vej
5000 km s−1
)−1( κ
0.3 cm2 g−1
)( r
1015 cm
)−1
,
(10)
where κ is the opacity. Because of the axisymmetrical
flow and the dense torus, the relevant diffusion direction
is only perpendicular to the equatorial plane. This im-
plies that the diffusion time along a distance h is about
tdiff(h) ≃
3hτ(h)
c
≈ 2.6
(
M˙ej
1.5× 10−7M⊙ s−1
)
×
(
h/r
0.15
)2 ( vej
5000 km s−1
)−1( κ
0.3 cm2 g−1
)
day.
(11)
The outflow time from that region is tflow(h) ≈ h/Cs,
where Cs is the sound speed in the post-shock zone. For
an adiabatic index of γ = 4/3 this reads Cs = 0.4vej,
and the flow time out of the post-shock region is
tflow(h) ≃8.7
( vej
5000 km s−1
)−1( h/r
0.15
)
×
( r
1015 cm
)
day.
(12)
The fraction of the thermal energy that goes to accel-
erate the gas that outflows from the post-shock region
instead of to radiation is ≈ tdiff(tflow + tdiff)−1. For the
parameters we are using here this fraction is ≃ 0.23.
This implies that to account for the radiated energy the
CSM should intercept a larger fraction of the ejecta.
This new fraction is about 0.15 − 0.28 instead of the
fraction of 0.125− 0.225 that we derived above.
A fraction of 0.15 − 0.28 of the ejecta amounts to a
kinetic energy of 3×1050−5.5×1050 erg for an explosion
energy of Eexp = 2 × 1051 erg. For the lower value in
this range that is appropriate for a radiated energy of
Erad = 2 × 1050 erg, we crudely find that a fraction
of 0.2 of the interaction energy goes to accelerate the
torus in the radial direction and a fraction of ≈ 0.23
to accelerate the shocked gas mainly perpendicular out
of the interaction region. This implies that the energy
that is channelled to radiation is only a fraction of ≈
1 − 0.2 − 0.23 = 0.57 of the energy of the gas that hits
the CSM torus, or ≈ 1.7 × 1050 erg. To reach a value
of 2× 1050 erg in radiation, we need to take h = 0.19r,
keeping all other parameters the same.
For the larger radiated energy of Erad = 3.6×1050 erg
that Sollerman et al. (2019) estimate more recently, the
6value is larger, crudely h ≃ 0.3r, or the explosion energy
is larger, as we explained above.
We note that if the inner edge of the CSM torus is at
r = 0.5× 1015 cm instead of r = 1015 cm, then the frac-
tion of the energy that goes to accelerate the shocked
gas is ≈ 0.37 rather than ≈ 0.23, keeping all other pa-
rameters as in equations (11) and (12). Namely, a lower
fraction of the energy goes to radiation hence requiring
a more energetic explosion even.
Our conclusion from this discussion is that for an ex-
plosion energy of Eexp = 2 × 1051 erg the CSM should
intercept a fraction of about 0.3 of the ejecta. The
CSM mass should be about equal to the ejecta mass
MCSM ≈ Mej. For an explosion energy of Eexp =
3.6 × 1051 erg the CSM should intercept a fraction of
about 0.15−0.2 of the ejecta, and the CSM mass should
be MCSM ≈ 0.6− 0.8Mej.
Observations do not show the CSM disk at early times,
and Andrews & Smith (2017) suggest that the ejecta
flows around the CSM disk and hide it. When the
shocked ejecta passes the CSM disk it expands trans-
versely at about its sound speed. To close the photo-
sphere behind the CSM disk of half thickness of h ≃
(0.15− 0.2)r the sound speed should be ≈ 0.15− 0.2vej
or larger. This implies that the thermal energy of the
gas is about three per cent or more of its kinetic energy.
By the time a post-shock parcel of gas of the ejecta flows
around the CSM disk it supposes to have lost most of its
thermal energy to radiation, so it is not clear it will have
such a high sound speed. Hydrodynamical simulations
that include radiative transfer are required to explore
the nature of this outflow.
3.2. The formation of the CSM disk
The parameters we derive for the CSM in section 3.1
make this supernova extreme according to the shocked
CSM scenario. Its explosion is on the upper side of tradi-
tionally neutrino-driven supernovae, or above that limit.
As well, the ejection of a mass of MCSM ≈ 0.6− 1Mej at
a time of 30 yr (for initial CSM velocity of 10 km s−1)
to 3 yr (for initial CSM velocity of 100 km s−1) before
explosion requires a specific explanation. It seems to us
that the ejection of so much mass in an equatorial out-
flow just tens of years before explosion requires a very
strong binary interaction with a relatively massive com-
panion. Such a binary interaction can be observed as a
giant eruption of a Luminous Blue Variables (LBV) or
as a SN impostor (e.g. Kashi 2018).
The question then is why did the binary interaction
take place just ≈ 3− 30 yr before explosion? The mech-
anism to drive a strong binary interaction before explo-
sion is an instability in the supernova progenitor that
causes its envelope to substantially expand, e.g., because
of vigorous convection in the core that cause waves to
expand into the envelope (Quataert & Shiode 2012), or
because of magnetic activity that carries energy from
the core to the envelope (Soker & Gilkis 2017b). Such
energy deposition to the envelope causes its expansion
(e.g., Soker 2013; Fuller 2017). If there is a close bi-
nary companion, then a strong interaction can take place
(e.g., Mcley & Soker 2014; Danieli, & Soker 2019).
There is another possibility that also involves a mas-
sive binary stellar companion, but where the interaction
took place over a long time. In this scenario a close com-
panion by its gravity ejected some of the primary enve-
lope mass with a large specific angular momentum, such
that the mass formed a long-lived Keplerian disk around
the binary system. This scenario does not have to ac-
count for the coincidence between disk/torus formation
and the explosion, as the disk is long-lived. Such long-
lived circumbinary disks are observed in some evolved
low mass stars. These post asymptotic giant branch
stars have a main sequence companion at an orbital sep-
aration of ≈ 1 AU and a circumbinary disk with radii
of tens to hundreds of AU (e.g., Kastner et al. 2010;
Van Winckel 2017a). In some of these systems the main
sequence companion launches jets (e.g., Witt et al. 2009;
Gorlova et al. 2012; Thomas et al. 2013; Van Winckel
2017b).
The same process where a companion ejects mass in
the equatorial plane and forms a long-lived disk and at
the same time it launches jets might take place with
more massive binary stars that are progenitors of core
collapse supernovae. Soker (2017b) proposes that some
progenitors of core collapse supernovae experience such
an interaction, and if the companion manages to eject
most of the hydrogen-rich envelope the outcome will be
a Type IIb supernova. The companion is outside the
giant envelope, but very close to the surface, in what is
termed the grazing envelope evolution. If this scenario
holds, then the ejecta of iPTF14hls collides not only
with equatorial CSM but also with polar CSM. How-
ever, the formation of a so massive CSM disk requires
an extreme type of interaction.
There is a third possibility for such an extreme in-
teraction, where both stars were giants during the in-
teraction. While the primary was close to explosion,
the secondary was at an earlier stage, like still having
a helium-rich core, but its radius was large. The stars
reach this evolutionary point when the second star ex-
pands and tidal forces spin it up on account of orbital
angular momentum, so that the two stars reduce their
orbital separation, until they possibly form a common
envelope. Now the two cores spirals-in inside a com-
7mon envelope. For the two stars to be giants at the
same time their initial masses are close to each other
(e.g., Segev et al. 2019). When the two stars are close
to contact just before they form a common envelope,
the larger giant overflows its Roche lobe. The mass
loss through the outer Lagrangian point can form an
expanding torus (disk; e.g., Pejcha et al. 2017). In the
case of two giant stars merging we do not expect po-
lar outflows. There is a need for a three-dimensional
hydrodynamical simulation of this process to reveal the
outflow geometry (present hydrodynamical simulations
of the common envelope phase include only one gi-
ant, e.g., Chamandy et al. 2018; Reichardt et al. 2019).
The merger process of the two giants forms a luminous
transient event (Segev et al. 2019), and might explain
the 1954 pre-explosion outburst of the progenitor of
iPTF2014hls (see Arcavi et al. 2017 for details on that
pre-explosion outburst).
4. LATE ACCRETION OF HYDROGEN
ENVELOPE GAS
Quataert et al. (2019) build a scenario based on the
jittering jets explosion mechanism (e.g., Papish & Soker
2011, 2014) where convective fluctuations in the pre-
collapse star lead to the formation of a stochastic (in-
termittent) accretion disk around the newly born NS
or BH. Following earlier studies (e.g., Gilkis & Soker
2014, 2016) of accretion disk formation as a result of
convective fluctuations in the helium shell and inward,
Quataert et al. (2019) show that the convective fluc-
tuations in the hydrogen-rich shell are likely to form
a stochastic disk when accreted onto the newly born
BH, and that this disk launches jitterring jets that
explode the star. The accretion from the hydrogen
shell occurs also long after explosion (Gilkis et al. 2016;
Quataert et al. 2019), and hence the central NS or BH
can launch the jets at late times, namely, several times
the stellar dynamical times, or hundreds of days in the
case of a massive giant progenitor.
The question in this jittering jets explosion mech-
anism, which in this case operates during the accre-
tion from the hydrogen-rich envelope, is why should
the system reach a stage that the hydrogen-rich enve-
lope is accreted? Some call it a ‘failed supernova’. But
if it eventually explodes it cannot be a ‘failed CCSN’
(Soker 2017a). We accept the scenario that Gilkis et al.
(2016) suggest where such a CCSN occurs when the
pre-collapse core is rapidly rotating. The accretion disk
around the newly born NS or BH maintains a constant
angular momentum axis, and hence launches jets along
a constant axis. These jets remove stellar mass along
the two opposite polar directions, but they do not man-
age to eject stellar gas from near the equatorial plane,
and hence operate in an inefficient jet feedback mecha-
nism. The removal of polar gas reduces gravity, and the
equatorial gas expands due to pressure gradient in the
envelope. Some of this gas does not reach the escape
velocity from the star, and later flows back to feed the,
now, central BH that hence launches late jets.
Chugai (2018) proposes a scenario with an ejected
mass of 30M⊙ and an explosion energy of 8× 1051 erg.
The explosion is driven by relativistic jets that an ac-
cretion disk around a BH launches. He does not specify
the source of angular momentum, but his scenario also
requires a relatively rapidly rotating pre-collapse core.
For the pre-collapse core to rapidly rotate at this very
late stellar evolution phase, as required by the above
two scenarios, it must have been spun-up by a compact
stellar companion that merges with the core, i.e., a fa-
tal common envelope evolution. The system must obey
three conditions for the companion to reach the core un-
der these conditions (Soker 2019 for more details). (1)
The ratio of companion mass to envelope mass be low
to ensure that the companion does not eject the enve-
lope before it reaches the core. The ratio should crudely
be Menv & 5M2. (2) The companion should have high
density such that the core does not tidally destroy it
far from the core. A low mass main sequence compan-
ion, and more so a white dwarf (WD) are fine. (3) The
companion should enter the envelope at late stages of
evolution, so that the core does not have time to trans-
fer most of its angular momentum to the envelope
Overall, the companion should be a main sequence
star of mass M2 ≈ 0.5M⊙ − 0.15M1 or a WD. In the
case of a WD companion and a progenitor of a CCSN,
the system experiences the reverse evolution, where the
WD forms before the NS does (Sabach & Soker 2014).
The more massive star in a binary system has a zero
age main sequence mass of 5.5M⊙ .MZAMS,2 . 8.5M⊙
(Soker 2019). It evolves first to form the WD of mass
M2 ≃ 1M⊙. It transfers mass to a companion, that after
the accretion phase has a mass of M1 & 9M⊙. The re-
verse evolution requires specific properties of the binary
system, making it a rare event. Soker (2019) estimates
that this fatal common envelope reverse evolution occurs
in about two per cent of all CCSNe.
The core destroys a main sequence companion at a
radius of ≈ 1R⊙, while a WD will enter the core at the
radius of the core, Rcore ≈ 0.1R⊙. The angular momen-
tum of the companion is J ≈ M2(GMcoreRcore)1/2. For
M2 = 0.5M⊙, Rcore = 0.1R⊙, Mcore = 5M⊙, the spe-
cific angular momentum of the core after merger with
the companion is jcore ≈ 2 × 1017 cm2 s−1. We com-
pare it to the specific angular momentum of a Keplerian
8disk around a NS of mass 1.4M⊙ and a radius of 15 km,
jNS,disk ≃ 2 × 1016 erg s−1. This scenario has a large
margin to allow a collapsing core to form an accretion
disk around the newly born NS and BH.
We summarise this section by first stating again that
the jittering jets explosion mechanism itself does not
need the core to rotate at all. However, in the scenario
of Quataert et al. (2019) where the accreted gas comes
from the hydrogen-rich shell we should explain why the
star did not explode earlier. For that we employ the
scenario of Gilkis et al. (2016) where a rapidly rotating
core might explode at late times. Therefore, the accre-
tion of hydrogen-rich gas around a newly BH can take
place when a companion merges with the core, i.e., a
fatal common envelope evolution, and spins it up.
5. FORMING A MAGNETAR IN THE CEJSN
SCENARIO
Soker & Gilkis (2018) propose the CEJSN scenario
for iPTF14hls, where a NS that spirals-in inside the
envelope of a giant star and to the core, destroys the
core. Along the entire evolution the NS accretes mass
via an accretion disk and launches jets. The jets power
the pre-explosion mass ejection and the explosion itself,
and might power iPTF14hls for a long time after ex-
plosion. The CEJSN scenario is based on the forma-
tion of an accretion disk cooled by neutrino (Chevalier
1996) around a NS inside a common envelope (e.g.,
Fryer & Woosley 1998; Armitage & Livio 2000; Soker
2004; Chevalier 2012).
We here introduce, but do not simulate, a scenario
where the CEJSN leads to a shocked CSM tours scenario
or to a magnetar spin-down scenario or even both.
Consider a binary system of a NS and a massive
star. The massive star has a mass of ≈ 80M⊙, as
in the CEJSN scenario of Soker & Gilkis (2018) for
iPTF14hls, and it expands to become a cool giant of
radius ≈ 50 − 100R⊙. The orbital separation is not
much larger than the giant radius. Even if the NS man-
ages to bring the system to synchronisation, the system
is unstable to the Darwin instability and the NS rapidly
spirals in toward the core of the giant.
For jets’ energy that equals an explosion energy of
Eexp ≈ 4× 1051 erg (see discussion in section 3.1 for the
new radiated energy value from Sollerman et al. 2019),
we find by using eq. (4) that Macc ≈ 0.13M⊙. Equa-
tion (7) shows that the period of the NS after the mass
accretion is P ≈ 1.96β−1 ms, where β is defined in eq.
(5). Moreover, the initial rotational energy of this mag-
netar is Ep ≈ 6.2× 1051β2 erg, using eq. (8). If we take
the magnetar rotational energy to be as in the second
magnetar phase of Woosley (2018), Ep = 6 × 1050 erg,
we conclude that β ≈ 0.31. As we concluded in section
2, here too the jets might carry most of the angular mo-
mentum of the accreted mass and still the NS ends up
as a magnetar with the rotational energy as required by
Woosley (2018).
In addition to becoming a magnetar, the NS can eject
a slow equatorial outflow as it spirals-in inside the en-
velope of the giant. Overall, the CEJSN might lead to
a late magnetar activity and/or ejecta-CSM interaction.
This adds to the energy of the jets that the NS launches.
These complications that enrich the outcomes of the CE-
JSN scenario require deeper studies.
6. SUMMARY
We explored some scenarios from the literature to ex-
plain the enigmatic SN iPTF14hls. We summarise these
scenarios in table 1 and list the relevant sections where
we discuss our new suggestions and conclusions. In the
first, column we give the name of the scenario and rel-
evant references. The second column lists the process
that leads to prolonged activity that ensures a slow light
curve according to the scenario, The third column lists
the critical ingredient that the scenario requires for the
prolonged activity. In the fourth column, we give the
binary interaction that we suggest makes this scenario
rare, and in the fifth column, we list processes that
might accompany the binary interaction. The last col-
umn gives the explosion energy of iPTF14hls according
to the scenario.
We recall that we did not try to find the best scenario
or to point out difficulties with the different scenarios.
We simply argue that any of the scenarios for iPTF14hls
that we discussed here requires a strong binary interac-
tion, or even a gravitational (tidal) destruction of one of
the stars before the explosion.
These binary interactions are likely to lead to the
launching of jets in many cases, as we discussed in the re-
spective sections and summarise here in table 1. The bi-
nary interaction with its possible outcomes, e.g., strong
jets and an equatorial outflow, explain the peculiarity
of iPTF14hls and some other peculiar CCSNe. The bi-
nary interaction naturally leads to a dense equatorial
outflow before the explosion. Jets that the compan-
ion might launch before explosion might form a bipo-
lar CSM. Namely, two opposite polar fast outflows in
addition to the equatorial outflow.
The binary interactions that involve a common enve-
lope evolution, including the CEJSN and cases where
a companion merges with the core, might have a tran-
sient event just before or during the time the compan-
ion enters the common envelope. Such a transient event
might account for the 1954 pre-explosion outburst of
9Prolonged Critical Rare binary Possible Accompanying Explosion Energy
Activity Ingredient property processes for iPTF14hls
Magnetar Rapidly Rapidly rotating Companion spins-up Accretion disk and ≈ 1051 erg
[Ar17][De18][Wo18] rotating NS pre-collapse core the core (§2.1) jets at explosion and [De18][Wo18]
for few hours (§2.2)
CSM Ejecta-CSM Massive Interaction to eject The companion & 2× 1051 erg; Requires
[AS18] collision equatorial CSM equatorial mass (§3.2) launches jets (§3.2) explosion by jets (§3.2)
Fallback Late accretion Rapidly rotating Companion spins-up Accretion disk and ≈ 1051 erg
[Ar17][Wa18][Li19] on to NS pre-collapse core the core (§4) jets at explosion (§4) [Wa18]
CEJSN (1) Ejecting a Accretion of mass NS spirals-in NS ejects equatorial (1) ≈ 1052 erg [SG18]
[SG18] massive envelope on to NS inside down into the mass and turns to (2) ≈ 4× 1051 erg (§5)
and/or (2) late jets supergiant star companion’s core a magnetar (§5)
Acronyms: NS: neutron star; CSM: circumstellar matter; CEJSN: common envelope jets supernova;
References: [Ar18]: (Arcavi et al. 2017); [AS18]: (Andrews & Smith 2017); [De18]: (Dessart 2018); [Li19]; (Liu et al. 2019); [SG18]:
(Soker & Gilkis 2018); [Wa18]: (Wang et al. 2018); [Wo18]: (Woosley 2018).
Table 1. A summery of scenarios proposed of iPTF14hls and discussed in this study.
iPTF14hls (see Arcavi et al. 2017 for details on that pre-
explosion outburst). Soker & Gilkis (2018) attributed
the 1954 pre-explosion outburst to an eccentric orbit
and temporary mass accretion by the NS at a perias-
tron passage (Gilkis et al. 2019) prior to the onset of
the common envelope phase.
In short, our study strengthens the case for iPTF14hls
and its progenitor to be an outcome of strong binary
interaction. The general implication of our results is
that the wide diversity of binary interactions ensures a
rich variety of peculiar CCSNe.
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